
An Enemy In Our Myths: Clues and Descriptions
An Enemy In Our Myths is an interactive mystery visual novel taking place in a realm of myths.
The following is a list of clues the player finds with the notes the detective has made over the
course of the investigation.

# Clue Detective’s Notes

1 Body The body is burnt beyond recognition, and it’s missing its torso. He was
either killed by an extreme force striking his torso, set on fire, or both?
The victim is Arel Farphine, an elf with Norse connections. He was a
jockey in an underground pegasus racing ring.

2 Scorch Marks Scorch marks appear near the body, however, their placement doesn’t
make sense if they came from the body.Shouldn’t the scorch marks be
all around the victim? Also, why didn’t anything else catch fire?

3 Pegasus Shoe We found a pegasus shoe at the scene. It probably belonged to the
victim since he was racing in the underground pegasus racing ring. But
we still don’t know why he would take it to the penthouse with him. Did
he always carry it with him?

4 Cat Hair A lot of cat hair at the scene. But Dionysus doesn’t have cats, so how
did it get there? If the victim or culprit had enough cat hair on them to
bring it in the penthouse, why is it only in one spot? The cat hair points
to the cat goddess Bastet as the culprit, but there’s no motive.

5 Broken Glass Glass shards on the floor, no broken windows in sight. Might just be a
broken wine bottle because it’s Dionysus’ house.

6 Syringe Medical grade syringe -  seems expensive. Medical tools are supposed
to be strictly regulated, so it can’t be Dionysus' . Has an “E” engraved in
the plunger.

7 Ambrosia The new drug Ambrosia is golden in color. Supposedly makes someone
feel like a god, but effects are still not well known. Dionysus claims to
not know much about it and just wanted to try it. But as a god himself,
why would he be so interested in a drug that makes him feel like a god?
And how would the god of intoxication not know much about a drug? I
don’t trust him…

8 Pegasus Whips The jockeys used these whips on the pegasi...How cruel.

9 Wine Bottle Medical grade scalpel that matches the syringe we found at the
penthouse. Has an “E” engraved in the handle, proving they both belong
to the same medical professional. We now know they belong to Eir.

10 Scalpel Medical grade scalpel that matches the syringe we found at the
penthouse. Has an “E” engraved in the handle, proving they both belong



to the same medical professional. We now know they belong to Eir.

11 Cat Collar A collar found in the pegasus stables,but it’s way too small for a
pegasus. I believe it’s a cat collar. It seems very regal and has Egyptian
influence in the design and color. Having found cat hair at the
penthouse, a cat is definitely tied to this case. Now I believe the collar
belongs to Bastet.

12 Broken Chains The pegasi were chained up in the stables. There was one pair of
chains that had been broken, as well as an empty stable which leads me
to believe one of the pegasi might have escaped. But we are not sure
when. The pegasus was called “Thunder Cloud”. According to Bastet,
Thunder Cloud was the pegasus our victim was the jockey for. If only we
knew Thunder Cloud’s whereabouts.

13 More Ambrosia More Ambrosia found at the stables. Clearly tied to the case, but not
sure how. Could the Ambrosia just mean the jockeys were doing drugs?
Or were they making it for distribution? Could these races just be a way
to show off the drug's effects? Were they testing it on the jockeys and
pegasi? What is the culprit's connection to the drugs?

14 ID Cards Three ID cards found in the pegasus racing ring, belonging to Dionysus,
Eir, and Bastet clearly linking them to the victim and the racing ring.
However, that doesn't mean they murdered our victim. Also why were
they left at the racing ring?


